
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC PRIMARY SCHOOL 

YEAR  3 REMOTE LEARNING PLAN 
Date 29th January 2021 

CORE LEARNING TASK FOR 

MATHEMATICS 
 

Daily arithmetic – please follow ‘Fluent in 5’ Week 

3 – Day 5 

 

LO: To solve problems   

 

We are following the White Rose Maths daily 

schedule.  

 

1. Watch the following link. 
https://vimeo.com/496812718 

 

2. Complete the activity, this can be found 

on today’s observation labelled ‘How many 

ways – 29th January’ on Tapestry. 

 

 

Please check your answers using the answer sheet 

attached on Tapestry.   

CORE LEARNING TASK FOR 

ENGLISH 

 
LO: To collect, identify and use adjectives 

 

1. Watch and enjoy this clip, Marshmallows 

short film: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwXF

VqKuH-w 

2. What can you remember about the 

setting? What key words can you think of 

eg. Lake, tree, fire etc. 

3. Begin adding detail to the nouns you have 

collected eg. The moonlight was reflected 

on the ripples of the lake, there was a fire 

in the forest, there were thick trees by 

the edge of the water.  

4. Can you include any sentence openers to 

add detail about where the object is? For 

example: In the distance, there were 

thick trees.  

 

Top Tip: If you include two adjectives before a 

noun, you need to put a comma between them eg. 

The tall, brown trees.  

WIDER CURRICULUM TASK 

 
P.E 

LO: To develop flexibility and control 

 

Today we are going to do some yoga! This is a fantastic 

way to develop strength and balance.  

 

Please watch: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIBz0IdOFiQ   

 

Art 

1. Look carefully at the paintings by Henri Rosseau.  

2. For each painting think about the questions below. 

You can jot your answers down if you like. 

What can you see in the painting? 

Which colours are used? 

How does the painting make you feel? 

Do you like this painting? Why/why not? 

KEY VOCABULARY 

 
Combinations, multiplication,  

 

Nouns, adjective, openers, comma 

 

Emergent, canopy, forest, understory, layer, climate 

https://vimeo.com/496812718
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwXFVqKuH-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwXFVqKuH-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIBz0IdOFiQ

